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Focus
▪ Lessons learnt and after-action review by the
Balkan countries addressing animal welfare issues
in natural disaster situations.

Purpose

and

Phase 1: Introductive discussion
Objective/s

Methodology

Outcome/s

To present the
scenario and the
objectives of this
interaction in subgroup

The assigned facilitators chair an
introductive discussion to ensure that
the participants know each other and
assigned to the sub-group has the
scenario clear: highlight the main
lessons learned from the experienced
natural disaster/s and "After-Action
Review“, underlining if and how they
can be scalable to other countries.

− Scenario understood
− Objectives of this
interaction in subgroup shared

Duration

4

10’

Phase 2: Silent reflection
Objective

Methodology

Outcome/s

To reflect on the
proposed scenario

The facilitators give a few minutes to
Feedback from everyone
think about the issue (Own time). They prepared
ask the sub-group members to write
down - on a note pad - the three most
relevant lessons learned from the
experienced natural disaster/s and
"After-Action Review“ experienced (if
any), underlining if and how they are
scalable to other countries.

Duration

5

5’

Phase 3: Think-pair sharing
Objective/s

Methodology

Outcome/s

To share ideas with
neighbour before
moving into a group
discussion phase

Each participant pairs with another
Information/
one. Each pair discusses about the
Experiences from
personal feedback to the silent
individuals shared into pairs
reflection.
The facilitators invite pairs to write the
most relevant information/experiences
using cards. The facilitators fix the
collected cards on a flip chart.

Duration

6

10’

Phase 4: Roundtable
Objective/s

Methodology

Outcome/s

To share ideas from
pairs within the subgroup

Each pair explains their outcomes
to the other sub-group members

Outcomes from the
“Think-pair sharing”
presented to the subgroup

Duration

10’

Phase 5: Ranking
Objective/s

Methodology

Outcome/s

To prioritise each pair Under the supervision of the
Each pair contributions
contributions
facilitators, participants rank the
classified
contributions of the pairs to prioritise
them. The facilitators support the subgroup for achieving consensus in this
phase.

Duration

10’
8

Phase 6: Wrap-up
Objective/s

Methodology

Outcome/s

To identify the top
ranked outcomes
recorded

The facilitators collect in a PowerPoint
template the top ranked experiences
recorded and suggestions about the
scalability of them to other countries.

The top ranked
experiences and
suggestions for
scalability collected in a
ppt file

Duration

10’
9

Phase 7: Plenary discussion
Objective/s
− To present the
outcomes of the
sub-group activity
to the large
audience
− To discuss about
the presented
outcomes within
the large group of
participants
− To agree
conclusions of
common interest
as final outcomes
of this interaction

Methodology
A rapporteur selected within each subgroup presents the sub-group activity
outcomes in plenary session.
Further comments, opinions, examples
and possible solutions will come out also
in this conclusive phase managed by the
session chairperson within the large group
of participants.

Outcome/s
Consensus achieved on the
most common and relevant
lessons learnt by the
countries in the view to
scale them in other contexts

Duration

1h
10
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GROUP 1
N.

first name
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

ALEKSANDAR
TODOR
SINIŠA
EVICA
MARIA
EROLL
MELANIA
MIROLJUB
LOIS

1 MATT
2 TOMAZS
3 CHIARA

GROUP 2

last name

country

NEMET
MITKOV
MANDEK
SILJANPVSKA
TOPKARIDOU
SHEHU
COVACI
MARJANOVIĆ
LELANCHON
FACILITATORS
PRICE
GRUDNIK
ALBANELLO

Bosnia and Herzegovina
Bulgaria
Croatia
FYR of Macedonia
Greece
Kosovo
Romania
Serbia
IFAW

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

UK
OIE RR Brussels
IZSAM/Italy

1 LENA
2 FABIEN
3 BARBARA

Meeting room
1st floor

N.

first name
ALEXANDRA
MISLAV
BILJANA
BAFTI
MARIJANA
MIHAELA
MAJA
JACKSON

last name

GROUP 3
country

N.

first name

MITEVA
KUČENJAK
STROJMANOVSKA
MURATI
BOSKOVIC
DUMITRACHE
ANDRIJASEVIĆ
ZEE

Bulgaria
Croatia
FYR of Macedonia
Kosovo
Montenegro
Romania
Serbia
FOUR PAWS

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

FACILITATORS
ENGLUND
SCHNEEGANS
ALESSANDRINI

EC / Irleand
OIE RR Brussels
IZSAM/Italy

1 ZAKLIN
2 SILVIA
3 FRANCESCA

Meeting room
ground floor

ANGELA
NADA
DIMITRIOS
BAFTI
DRAGOMIR
SASA
JELENA
SOPHIE

last name

country

GRUJOVSKA
ĆALETA
NIKOLOPOULOS
MURATI
MIHAI-CRISTIAN
OSTOJIC
VRACAR FILIPOVIC
HEPPLE

FYR of Macedonia
Croatia
Greece
Kosovo
Romania
Serbia
Montenegro
UK

FACILITATORS
ACINGER-ROGIC
D'ALBENZIO
POMPEI

Croatia
IZSAM/Italy
IZSAM/Italy

Conference room

